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"Please give me an estimate." 

 

Ye Chen said directly. 

 

"Good! Ha ha It is infinitely close to the Dragon Skin armor. It is extremely precious. It's just that the 

leather armor doesn't seem to be complete? Only half? I don't know you... " 

 

The old man's eyes flashed, and he inquired with a little deep meaning. 

 

"Only these!" 

 

Ye Chen said without expression. 

 

"In that case, that's all! Even if it is incomplete, it is worth as much as the first three things. As far as I 

can see, how about ordering 500 spirit stones at the starting price? " 

 

The old man asked softly. 

 

"Five hundred spirit stones? That's it 

 

The old man's words, let Ye Chen quite surprised. 

 

This is not a small fortune. 

 



After giving the leather armor to the old man, ye Chen and Shen Shixi withdrew from the treasure room. 

 

Now, everything is ready, only the east wind. 

 

Ye Chen is waiting for the Yibao conference to officially begin! 

 

Yibao hall, located on the third floor of Yibao Pavilion, covers thousands of square meters! The 

magnificence of this place is amazing. 

 

In addition to the usual seats in the lobby, the whole hall is also divided into elegant seats and private 

rooms according to the level. 

 

Ye Chen and Shen Shixi went straight to a private room at the end of the high-rise building with the 

purple door plate because they had mortgaged nearly a thousand spirit stones in the treasure room! 

 

Sitting in a high-rise private room, ye Chen and Shen Shixi quietly enjoy the scene in the Yibao hall. 

 

The whole Yibao hall is full of people at the moment. 

 

Today, in addition to the clans of the hidden world in China and the forces around Kunlun Mountain, 

even some forces of Kunlun Xu have sent people to come. 

 

Every Yibao meeting is an opportunity for these forces to seek treasures! 

 

It can be said that the Yibao hall is a crouching tiger, a hidden dragon. 

 

"The blood alliance's people are coming as expected!" 

 

But for a moment, looking at a few figures coming from the distance, ye Chen can't help but shrink her 

pupils. 



 

Among these people, the head of the people's neck with a cut blood door! 

 

This is the symbol of blood alliance! 

 

The key is that these people smell terrible. 

 

They headed for a luxurious private room not far away. 

 

"Mr. Ye, I said that the members of the blood League will surely come. There are countless treasures in 

the Yibao Conference! The blood alliance will naturally look at a lot of things. This time, they will surely 

come prepared! " 

 

"There are a lot of strong people here. We'd better wait for the end of this side to start." 

 

After surprise, ye Chen murmured thoughtfully. 

 

Shen Shixi's eyes narrowed slightly and nodded. 

 

He didn't dare to do it in this place. The cost was too high. 

 

Yibao pavilion has been standing in Kunlun void for so many years. Whoever dares to do it in their 

territory is undoubtedly looking for death. 

 

Even if this is the Kunlun Mountain in China, it is the same! 

 

"Mr. Ye, look, it's from the Ji family!" 

 

Between Ye Chen's meditation, Shen Shixi, beside him, suddenly said. 

 



Along with Shen Shixi's eyes, ye Chen can't help but feel complicated. 

 

Ji family is one of the top families in Kunlun. 

 

Speaking of this Ji family, he has a lot to do with Ye Chen. 

 

Because, Ji Jia Tianjiao, Ji Siqing and even Ji Lin are from Jijia! 

 

Five years ago, he had just stepped into Kunlun Xu, and he did not know how much pressure he was 

under. 

 

Just stepped into him, no strength, can only be trampled under the feet! 

 

Bone rubbish, humble root! 

 

Any one of them is better than him! 

 

He missed the best training time! 

 

Countless people laugh! 

 

Only let him feel warm, only three people! 

 

The first one was the old man who brought him to Kunlun Xu and taught him how to practice Dharma! 

 

The second one is Ji Lin, an ancient spirit! 

 

The last one is to help Ji Siqing, who did not know how many times, regardless of all obstacles! 

 



Give him no pills! When he was in a desperate situation, he was desperate! Even at the expense of a 

force! 

 

Although he worked hard and practiced hard, he might have died in Kunlun without Ji Siqing! 

 

In his memory, there has always been a sentence of Ji Siqing. 

 

"Ye Chen, you can't die. Even if all the people in the world are dead, you can't die!" 

 

He didn't know why Ji Siqing, a beautiful girl of heaven, was so optimistic about himself. 

 

He even felt that Ji Siqing knew the existence of samsara cemetery. 

 

But now think about it, it's impossible. 

 

At that time, even he did not know the reincarnation cemetery. How could outsiders know? 

 

Looking at those figures walking into the venue, ye Chen's look gradually gloomy. 

 

"I didn't expect that they came too! Just, never see those two girls come 

 

Take a deep breath, ye Chen murmured softly."Mr. Ye, are you talking about Ji Siqing and Ji Lin? I heard 

in wanjianzong that Ji Siqing seems to be favored by a strong man! In the past two years, Ji Siqing's 

strength has risen extremely fast! It's a monster 

 

It seems to know who ye Chen said she was, Shen Shixi said softly. 

 

"Favored by the strong?" 

 

Hearing Shen Shixi's words, ye Chen is stunned and smiles faintly. 



 

He is not favored by the strong! 

 

It's just him! 

 

It's the favor of a hundred strong people! 

 

Five years later, if anyone dares to move them, they will surely kill all the people in the world. 

 

Just pay back the love of those five years. 

 

"Now, no matter what they are! Today, that thing must be taken down! " 

 

Reincarnation cemetery, once again came the urgent voice of Duan leiren. 

 

"I see. I'll take it." 

 

Take back the mood, ye Chen said directly. 

 

Hearing Ye Chen talking to himself, Shen Shixi said, "Mr. Ye is interested in something?" 

 

Ye Chen takes out the snake skin armor for auction. Where does Shen Shixi not know what this 

represents? 

 

"There are many good things in this Yibao Conference! The snake skin armor, though precious, is useless 

to me today! What's more, I'll leave part of it for use. The rest is better to make a spirit stone to see if it 

is easy to get some practical things! " 

 

Ye Chen did not deny it. 

 



"Yes! Mr. Ye, the auction is on 

 

While speaking, Shen Shixi's eyes suddenly brightened and looked at the top of the most central 

platform of Yibao hall. 

 

Under the light, a woman in a red dress slowly stepped onto the high platform and introduced the rules 

of this Yibao meeting with her charming voice. 

 

This woman is charming and moving, and her long red dress outlines her devil like figure. With her smile 

and twinkle, in that enchanting voice, Yibao will open the curtain, and soon, the mood of all the people 

present has been mobilized. 
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With the gradual appearance of auction products, the atmosphere of the crowd became more and more 

high under the mobilization of the women. 

 

Especially with the progress of the auction, the items displayed are more and more precious, and the 

competition in Yibao hall is becoming more and more popular! 

 

"Since no one has raised the price, the sword stone wood will be sold with 180 lower grade spirit stones! 

Congratulations 

 

At the Yibao fair, the 13th piece of treasure, the sword stone wood taken out by Shen Shixi, started at 50 

spirit stones and was finally sold with 180 spirit stones. 

 

Seeing the final transaction price, Shen Shixi was overjoyed! 

 

In terms of the ratio of yibaoge Lingshi to silver, a lower grade spirit stone is worth hundreds of taels of 

silver! One hundred and eighty spirit stones are eighteen thousand taels of silver. In terms of the 

ordinary expenses of a family of four, this 18002 silver is enough to make 600 families of four live a 

comfortable life for a year! 



 

This is a huge sum of money! Even beyond the expected value of Shen Shixi! 

 

"See, Mr. Ye! Hey, hey Sword stone wood, all sold at such a price. The next thing must be more valuable! 

With these capitals, we will surely be able to take what you want! " 

 

Shen Shixi said with a smile. 

 

"I hope so." 

 

Hearing Shen Shixi's words, ye Chen frowned and said in a deep voice. 

 

Not long after the auction started, the auction items soared to this value! This makes Ye Chen can't help 

but gape. 

 

As expected, the road of martial arts is not something that ordinary people can rashly enter. Stepping 

into this road, the consumption of resources is enough to make countless people collapse! No wonder 

there are countless predators in the road of martial arts. 

 

If you rely on yourself to collect resources and practice, how many people can go to the end? 

 

Few families have such strength to support! 

 

Now sword stone wood is the value of 180 spirit stone. What about next? 

 

The last Taigu Xushi pill I'm afraid it will far exceed Ye Chen's expected value, right? 

 

Ye Chen is a little worried. 

 

In fact, as ye Chen was worried about, as the auction went on, people became more and more crazy. 



 

"Demon beast Neidan, with 230 pieces of lower grade spirit stone, deal!" 

 

After the sword stone wood, the 16th auction item, Shen Shixi's third-order monster Neidan, finally 

reached 230 pieces of spirit stone. 

 

"Burning soul, with 560 pieces of spirit stone, deal!" 

 

The 29th auction item, burning soul, was finally purchased by a mysterious force with 560 lower grade 

spirit stones. It's almost twice as much as the appraisal office gave! 

 

Seeing such a scene, ye Chen couldn't help but take a breath of cold air! 

 

"Teacher Mr. Ye Things seem to be out of control! " 

 

Until this time, Shen Shixi also looked ugly. 

 

He was not overjoyed to get a lot of spirit stones. Shen Shixi also noticed that it was wrong. 

 

They think that the Yibao conference is too simple! 

 

Only now did they realize. 

 

Valuation, just valuation. But what is the real value of the treasure? It's different from person to person! 

 

Some of the treasures have no market value, so they are of great value. 

 

Some treasures, though precious, may not be able to achieve the ideal price. 

 



This is Yibao Conference! 

 

"Good! Now, ladies and gentlemen, our 30th auction is on the stage 

 

As the burning soul is photographed by mysterious forces, the charming woman on the high platform, 

with a charming smile on her mouth, continues to say. 

 

While talking, her hands, but there is a little white jade bottle: "think to come, many people have 

guessed! Yes, now, what we are going to auction is this Taigu Xushi pill 

 

Swept a circle of the crowd, the woman said slowly. 

 

Wow 

 

Hearing the woman's words, before she could continue to speak, the crowd had begun to stir. 

 

In the private room, looking at the jade bottle on stage, ye Chen can't help leaning forward, showing a 

nervous look. 

 

"Taigu Xushi Dan has finally come!" 

 

Looking at the white jade bottle on the high platform and ye Chen's reaction, Shen Shixi looks solemn. 

 

This is what Mr. Ye really wants to take down. 

 

In this case, in any case, we can't leave it alone! 

 

"Think of it, you have already understood the function of Taigu Xushi pill! This pill can be refined after 

77-49 days! The pill contains the ultimate power of spirit and soul. For the martial arts, if taking this pill, 

washing the tendons and cutting the veins, breaking through the blockage of the whole body, and filling 

the body with the power of spirit and soul, it will help the martial arts step into a higher level. In 



addition, Taigu Xushi pill has another effect! That is to condense the spirit! Even the rumor can let the 

spirit and the remnant mind essence 

 

"But in front of me, the pill is damaged a little, and its efficacy should be a little worse, otherwise it will 

not be put up for auction. There is no alchemist who can repair the Kunlun void. If someone has a way 

and means, he can take it back and try it. "Among all the noise, on the high platform, the charming and 

mature woman is still not slow to introduce. 

 

A smile will bring the atmosphere into full play. 

 

Listening to the woman's introduction, countless people's eyes were hot and they were short of breath. 

 

even if it was not a complete pill, it was of great value! 

 

If it is complete, how can it be auctioned! 

 

"By the way, I would like to remind you that this Taigu Xushi pill can't be fake after being identified by 

Yibao Pavilion. You can rest assured! This pill, starting price, 480 spirit stone! Start now 

 

Looking at the reaction of the crowd, the woman said with a smile. 

 

Listen to the woman's introduction, the atmosphere of the field, instant boiling, reached the climax. 

 

"I give five hundred spirit stones!" 

 

Not waiting for the woman's voice to fall completely, a middle-aged man in the hall can't wait to call out 

the price! 

 

"Hum! What are the five hundred spirit stones! I have produced 550 spirit stones 

 

Another voice followed. 



 

Damaged Taigu Xushi Dan, at the beginning of the auction, the price soared, amazing. 

 

"This Mr. Ye... " 

 

In Yibao hall, the price of Taigu Xushi pills soared to 650 spirit stones. Shen Shixi couldn't help being 

worried! 

 

There is something wrong with the situation! 
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"How many spirit stones do you have?" 

 

Facing Shen Shixi's anxiety, ye Chen looks dignified and asks in a hurry. 

 

"The spirit stone on my body, together with the sword stone wood, the demon beast Neidan and the 

burning soul, three treasures produced 940 lower quality spirit stones! After deducting the service 

charge of 5%, we can get 893 spirit stones! 

 

In this way, the most we can bring out is less than 1700 spirit stones! " 

 

Shen Shixi said in a deep voice. 

 

"One thousand seven? Not bad! " 

 

Hearing Shen Shixi's words, ye Chen squinted: "have a look again!" 

 

Now, almost all the people who increase the price are sitting on the hall and elegant seats. 



 

The real crocodile, not yet! 

 

This ancient virtual and real pill, although not complete, can also attract many people's covet! 

 

In particular, Taigu Xushi pill is good for spirits, which can make people crazy! 

 

Now, what ye Chen can do is to observe the change! 

 

"Seven hundred spirit stones!" 

 

"Seven hundred twenty!" 

 

"Seven hundred and fifty spirit stones!" 

 

"Eight hundred!" 

 

Prices are still soaring! 

 

However, in a short time, the price of Taigu Xushi pills reached 800! 

 

Only then did the sound in the hall fade away. 

 

Eight hundred spirit stones are astronomical figures for many small families? 

 

More and more people withdrew from the competition. 

 

"A thousand!" 

 



However, when the sound of the hall gradually disappeared, suddenly, a private room above the high-

rise, came the familiar voice of Ye Chen. 

 

"The blood alliance's people have made a move!" 

 

Hearing the sound, Shen Shixi's face suddenly changed. 

 

"It seems that the blood alliance is also eyeing this Taigu Xushi pill!" 

 

Ye Chen brows locked! 

 

"When did Xuemeng become interested in pills? Blood Fenghua, it seems that you also like this pill? It's 

a pity that my Ji family is also interested in it! One thousand and fifty spirit stones 

 

The other voice of Jijian is not waiting for the voice of a strong alliance. 

 

Obviously, the strong man led by the blood League is called xuefenghua! 

 

And also know the people of Ji family! 

 

"Hum! Ji Jia? So what! One thousand three 

 

Blood wind Hua Leng hums a way. 

 

At one breath, the price of 250 spirit stones was increased, which made many people dumbfounded. 

 

"One thousand three hundred and five!" 

 

In Ji Jia's private room, the sound became ugly. 



 

"One thousand five!" 

 

The voice of blood is still bright. 

 

Wow 

 

With the words of blood Fenghua said, the scene fried pot. 

 

1500 spirit stones? 

 

This price is too high! 

 

Even exaggerated! 

 

This is not a complete pill! 

 

Looking at the box where Xue Fenghua is located, people look different and marvel. 

 

"This finished! What to do, Mr. Ye! " 

 

Originally, I thought that 1500 Lingshi Tuo could win the Taigu Xushi pill. 

 

Now, however In a flash, the price reached 1500! What should I do? 

 

"It seems that the blood alliance is determined to win!" Looking at the anxious Shen Shixi, ye Chen took 

a deep breath: "1500 spirit stones, Ji family will not follow crazy! The rest? I'm afraid I've died! Taigu 

Xushi pill? It's precious. However, if there are 1500 spirit stones, there are many things that can replace 

Taigu Xushi pills! 

 



You bid, you bid directly, seventeen! " 

 

Looking at the white jade bottle on the high platform, ye Chen looks cold. 

 

Now it's a last ditch. 

 

Ye Chen wants to see how crazy blood alliance can be! 

 

"1500 spirit stones. Is there any offer? If not, this Taigu Xushi pill will be owned by Xuemeng! " 

 

In the middle of the audience, she continued to laugh. 

 

Facing the woman's inquiry, the scene gradually quieted down. 

 

"Ha ha This Taigu Xushi pill is mine 

 

In the private room where the blood alliance is located, looking at such a scene, the eyes of blood 

Fenghua flashed hot eyes! 

 

1500 lower spirit stones! This is a huge fortune! Blood alliance is determined to win. Who can compete 

with them? 

 

Ordinary families, ordinary forces, have been unable to continue, those really high people hiding in the 

dark? How could they spend so much for a broken Taigu Xushi pill? 

 

Blood Fenghua waiting to sit and collect Taigu Xushi pill! 

 

"1700 spirit stones!" 

 



However, just as Xue Fenghua thought that she was sure, just as the woman was ready to announce the 

result, a sudden voice came.1700 spirit stones! 

 

With this sentence said, Yibao Pavilion Hall, once again set off a huge storm! 

 

"1700 spirit stones!" 

 

At the last moment, the voice from the hall set off a storm! 

 

"What!" 

 

In the blood alliance private room, people's looks changed greatly. 

 

Who is it that the buy it now price has increased 200 spirit stones? What a big voice, what a strong 

determination! 

 

In the face of such a scene, xuefenghua's face became extremely gloomy. 

 

"Who is that private room?" 

 

Xue Fenghua asked in a deep voice. 

 

"I don't know..." 

 

At the scene, the blood League people looked at each other! 

 

Are they some hermit families or strong ones in China? 

 

If Kunlun Xu people, how can because of Taigu Xushi Dan and so price? 



 

Everyone looked confused. What's going on here? 

 

"My Lord, let's raise the price! This Taigu Xushi pill can't be left behind! Elder Zheng needs it... " 

 

Watching the silence of the blood Fenghua, a strong blood League said anxiously. 

 

"My Lord! Elder Zheng is ready to come to China to deal with Ye Chen. Although he has no time to come 

here, we have heard the premise 

 

Listening to the woman's final inquiry on the high platform, she saw no reaction at all. The man was 

more and more anxious! 

 

"Let him 

 

However, to his disappointment, Xue Fenghua's face changed for a while, but he said such a sentence! 

 

Blood League give up! 

 

Brush 

 

In an instant, the man was pale. 

 

"I will try my best to deal with elder Zheng! Besides, this incomplete thing may not be useful to elder 

Zheng. Seventeen is far beyond the value of the incomplete Taigu Xushi pill! Don't forget what we are 

here for today! 1700 spirit stones, I can get them by blood alliance. However, it can't be taken out 

because of a Taigu Xushi pill. " 

 

Blood Fenghua looks at each other and says coldly. 

 



"I I see! " 

 

Hear the words of blood Fenghua, that person figure a meal, powerless say. 

 

"Well, since no one has raised the price! This Taigu Xushi pill was sold with 1700 spirit stones! 

Congratulations to private room No. 9 on winning this item 

 

Enough after a moment, to see the blood League also give up the fight, the charming woman on the 

platform, looking at the private room where ye Chen is, said with a smile. 

 

Taigu Xushi Dan competition, down the curtain! 

 

In the face of such a result, people can not help but fall into bursts of exclamation. 

 

And at the moment, ye Chen's mind is a voice of excitement! 

 

"Disciple, I beg you one more thing. Open the second tombstone. Only he can repair the Taigu Xushi pill! 

Once restored, it's critical for the samsara cemetery and for you! " 

 

Duan leiren speaks! 
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Ye Chen hears Duan leiren's words and her eyes coagulate. 

 

It seems that Duan leiren has a reason to let him take this incomplete Taigu virtual reality. 

 

No one in Huaxia or kunlunxu can repair it, but the other tombstone can be restored! 

 



This is what Duan leiren relies on. 

 

"But I'm not in a hurry. I'll follow my instructions later." 

 

"Good." 

 

And ye Chen's eyes fall on the stage, because the brand-new auction products come out! 

 

"This piece of leather armor was taken from the black explosive Python who was about to turn into a 

dragon. It was the only choice for refining protective gear and treasure! Its value, I think you should be 

clear! This is also the last treasure of elixir and resources in Yibao conference today. It's a good 

opportunity. Don't miss it 

 

Pointing to the piece of leather armor that was sent to the stage, the woman said playfully. 

 

How many people are captivated by the expression of eyes! 

 

The cold light flickers and the cold air rises! 

 

Looking back on the leather armor on the stage, countless people were stunned. 

 

The black explosive Python skin armor that is about to turn into a dragon? You can feel extraordinary 

just by looking at it. 

 

This time, the eyes of countless people are burning up. 

 

"Starting price, 500 spirit stone! Start now 

 

With the fall of the woman's hammer, the bidding begins! 

 



"Eight hundred spirit stone!" 

 

"Nine hundred!" 

 

"A thousand!" 

 

Let all people have never thought of is that this piece of leather armor with the beginning of the auction, 

show the atmosphere, second kill incomplete Taigu Xu Shi Dan! 

 

Only three calls, the price has broken through a thousand spirit stone, which makes countless people 

surprised! 

 

Moreover, before this, has kept silent several box, also had the movement. 

 

"One thousand three!" 

 

Blood League box inside the voice of blood Fenghua! 

 

"Ha ha Blood style! You haven't won Taigu Xushi pill. Do you want to fight for this treasure now? 

Unfortunately, this time I won't let you! One thousand five! " 

 

Ji family box, a middle-aged man said with a smile. 

 

"One thousand eight!" 

 

Blood Fenghua has no expression! 

 

"Two thousand!" 

 

Ji Jia is biting! 



 

"Two thousand two!" 

 

Kill Cheng Yaojin on the way out, No.3 private room, mysterious people join in the fight! 

 

"Two thousand five!" 

 

Blood Fenghua gnaws his teeth! 

 

2500 spirit stones! This price has already made ordinary people in the hall feel dreamy. 

 

2500 spirit stones? What is the concept? 

 

In order to support several small families in Kunlun! 

 

"Ha ha Mr. Ye, we've made a lot of money 

 

In the box, Shen Shixi, who took the Taigu Xushi pill, was stunned by Gao Ge of the black explosive 

Python's leather armor. 

 

"Mr. Ye, the members of the blood league are going crazy! They don't know if they want to go crazy if 

they know that the black explosive Python leather armor is yours 

 

Looking at the blood alliance is still constantly bidding, Shen Shixi said with a smile. 

 

"Keep looking!" 

 

Listening to Shen Shixi's words, ye Chen is also smiling. 

 



He knows the value of black explosive Python is remarkable, after all, this is the treasure certified by 

Chen Tianli. 

 

But what is the value now? There was such a moment that ye Chen was frightened. 

 

It's really extraordinary! 

 

This treasure, now attracted the attention of all parties in the box, the price must be more than 2500 

spirit stone! 

 

In fact, as ye Chen expected, in the end, his half piece of black explosive Python skin armor, which was 

not even complete, was captured by the mysterious man in box 3 with 3500 spirit stones! 

 

Such a price is like a cloud in the clouds, unbelievable. 

 

Until the dust settled, many people even looked at a loss. 

 

"Good! Now, the first stage of today's Yibao conference, Yibao of panacea and resources, is over! 

Congratulations on the top prize of black explosive Python skin armor with 3500 spirit stones! 

 

Next, we will enter the next stage, the Yibao conference of secret scripts, martial arts, martial arts and 

treasures. The first thing that will appear next is... " 

 

Wait for a moment, until the atmosphere gradually subsided, the woman continued. 

 

The next stage of Yibao conference, start! 

 

"Mr. Ye! Three thousand and five hundred spirit stones! The blood alliance is afraid to be angry this 

time! But who is that mysterious man? Take out 3500 spirit stones in one breath. It's amazing 

 



Although Shen Shixi is an elder of wanjianzong, he is naturally dignified in the eyes of luojian sect, but 

his status in the clan can only be said to be ordinary. 

 

He took out the 3500 spirit stones. 

 

Fortunately, Mr. Ye has such a treasure. 

 

In his opinion, this thing must be given to him by Wan Dao Jian Zun. Otherwise, it would be very difficult 

for Mr. Ye to win the black explosive python.The following auction is still in progress, but Shen Shixi and 

ye Chen have no mind to continue to pay attention. 

 

For them, the Yibao conference is over. 

 

Taigu Xushi Dan got it as desired. Ye Chen's auction, is to get sky high returns! 

 

What's more exciting than that? 

 

"Box three? I'm afraid it's a large number of people, but it has nothing to do with us! Go ahead and see, 

the next auction is the real climax 

 

Shen Shixi said with a smile. 

 

The second Yibao conference is mainly about martial arts, martial arts, secret scripts and magic 

weapons! 

 

The value of these things is terror! 

 

The real crocodile, this is the beginning of activity? 

 

Ye Chen's eyes are slightly narrowed! 



 

The next auction, as ye Chen expected, was brilliant! 

 

Skills, secrets, martial arts, magic weapons These things are not easily available to ordinary people. 

 

The price of the auction goes up, and the forces of all sides begin to compete. 

 

Even if it is the blood alliance such forces in the next auction will not take the slightest advantage. 

 

Five thousand spirit stone, six thousand spirit stone, not to mention. 

 

Finally, a copy of luoxu jianjue was sold with 13000 spirit stones, and the auction ended! 

 

"Really crazy! Thirteen thousand spirit stones! Even if today's blood alliance has poured out all his family 

property, I'm afraid it will be difficult to produce so many spirit stones? " 

 

Looking at No. 1 private room in the distance, Shen Shixi was surprised. 

 

Today's Yibao conference has really opened his eyes. 

 

In fact, he was a bit puzzled. After all, there was no such precious thing in the several Yibao conferences 

held by Kunlun Xu. 

 

Is there anything special about Kunlun Mountain in China? 

 

In fact, Shen Shixi is more than an eye opener? 

 

Rao is Ye Chen, also benefited a lot! 

 



An auction of Kunlun Mountain in China makes Ye Chen feel like a frog at the bottom of a well. 

 

What will be the biggest Yibao meeting in Kunlun? How wonderful the world will be? 

 

Ye Chen's eyes twinkle with brilliance. 

 

For the road ahead, ye Chen is more and more eager. 

 

For the unknown world, ye Chen is full of longing. 

 

However, to find the blood alliance of the people, save the father is the key. 

 

"Let's go!" 

 

Enough after a moment, looking at the crowd began to disperse, ye Chen took a deep breath and said. 

 

"Yes! At present, the blood League should still have action, we might as well follow up to have a look. " 

 

Shen Shixi's eyes were slightly narrowed, and his way was light. 
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Looking out of the window, I saw two people leaving with blood. 

 

Today's blood alliance is almost nothing! 

 

In addition to getting a few fairly good elixir and an ordinary magic weapon, the blood alliance has no 

harvest. 



 

What do they like? At the last moment, ye Chen and Shen Shixi cut Hu halfway! 

 

The precious leather armor they like? What's more, ye Chen's superfluous things, Rao is so, and finally 

Xuemeng still hasn't bought it. 

 

As for later, a good martial arts book? The blood alliance can be said to be hard work, the price reached 

7000 spirit stone, however, it was still forcibly taken away with 8000 spirit stone in the end! 

 

It can be imagined that the blood alliance of people, is now a what mood! 

 

Until xuefenghua and his party disappeared in the sight, ye Chen took Shen Shixi and walked outside the 

box. 

 

Out of the Yibao hall, ye Chen and Shen Shixi go straight to the treasure room on the second floor. 

 

Soon, ye Chen and Shen Shixi met again the old man who had identified treasure for them. 

 

"Master, here we are 

 

Looking at the old Ye Chen salute slightly. 

 

"Well! Good, ha ha It seems that you have gained a lot! This is what you bid for and the spirit stone you 

get from auction. " 

 

Looking at Ye Chen, the old man asked with a smile. 

 

Under the leadership of the old man, the transaction was soon completed. 

 



At the Yibao conference, Shen Shixi auctioned three items and obtained 893 spirit stones after 

deducting the handling charges! 

 

Buy a Taigu Xushi pill, cost 1700 spirit stone! 

 

As for ye Chen's side, he auctioned the black explosive Python skin armor and got 3500 spirit stones. 

After deducting the service fees, he finally got more than 3000 spirit stones! This is a huge fortune. 

However, ye Chen finally got only 25 spirit stones! 

 

The reason is that ye Chen won a medicine tripod and a spirit sword in the auction after! A miraculous 

medicine, these three things, of great value. 

 

Baicao tripod has been damaged. Now he needs a more powerful medicine tripod. 

 

The medicine tripod was named Nanling Ding. 

 

It is said that it was used by Nanling Taoist priest thousands of years ago. 

 

Ye Chen doesn't know any Nanling Taoist, but the smell and grade of the medicine tripod are very good, 

far better than the Baicao Ding. 

 

After the delivery is completed and confirmed to be correct, ye Chen takes all the things in his arms. 

Turn around is ready to leave. 

 

"Just a moment, you two!" 

 

However, before ye Chen and Shen Shixi walked out of the room, the old man suddenly began to shout. 

 

"What do you want me to do?" 

 

Hearing the old man's words, ye Chen inquired. 



 

"I don't know how to say it." The old man has a red face. 

 

"I'll leave without saying so." Ye Chen light way. 

 

"The person in charge of Yibao Pavilion here once owed a favor to the Ji family. Now, there is a young 

lady in the Ji family who is very interested in them. I wonder if they can appreciate them and go to the 

back hall to have a talk? " 

 

"As long as you can go, Yibao Pavilion owes you one favor. In the future, we are willing to fight for 

anything you want from Yibao Pavilion." 

 

The old man said embarrassed. 

 

"Miss Ji Jia?" 

 

Hearing the old man's words, ye Chen and Shen Shixi looked at each other and saw a trace of surprise 

from each other's eyes. 

 

Ye Chen is even more prosperous. 

 

Miss Ji family? Is it Ji Siqing? Or Ji Lin? 

 

Have you ever been found that you've changed your face? 

 

No, these two people should practice in the sect. They can't come out at this time. 

 

Is it the rest of the Ji family? 

 

After all, the Xuji family of Kunlun is a top family with many branches. 



 

Now, she's meeting herself? I'm afraid nothing good will happen! 

 

Ye Chen is more in the heart of Deng. A strong intuition tells Ye Chen that the so-called Miss Ji Jia may 

have come for her own auction of snake skin armor. 

 

"I don't think so! The end of Yibao, we have no more treasures! Miss Ji's meeting with us, I'm afraid we 

won't get anything. Today, we still have something important to do, so let's go first! " 

 

After a moment of silence, ye Chen said directly. 

 

The voice drops, he takes Shen Shixi is to plan to leave directly. 

 

"You are very anxious. Yes? Are you afraid I'll eat you? Or are you worried about me killing people and 

stealing goods in Yibao pavilion? This point you can rest assured that Yibao Pavilion is honest and 

trustworthy, and the old and the young are not cheated. Otherwise, how to inherit it for thousands of 

years. Don't talk about Huaxia. Even in Kunlun, there is no safer place than Yibao Pavilion! " 

 

It's a pity that ye Chen's idea of leaving immediately is doomed to fail. 

 

As ye Chen and Shen Shixi turn around, the door of the treasure room opens again. From the outside 

came a beautiful girl! 

 

The girl looks like she is only in her twenties, her skin is as thick as fat, her eyes are like the moon, and 

her body is slim. A long black hair knot, servant girl in the top of the shawl and down, light close slowly 

twist in the cloud temples, exquisite and elegant, but not eye-catching hair accessories!At the moment, 

she is wearing a beautiful silk dress with a long string of silver! 

 

Entering the house, the girl stares at Ye Chen and Shen Shixi curiously and looks at them carefully. Her 

vivid eyes seem to be observing something, which gives people a vivid and lively feeling. 

 

It has to be said that at first sight of the girl, ye Chen couldn't help being bright. 



 

Unfortunately, it's not Ji Lin, let alone Ji Siqing. 

 

However, looking at the appearance, it is somewhat similar to Ji Siqing. 

 

Compared with his appearance, although he is beautiful, he is not a little bit different from Ji Siqing. 

 

"You are miss Ji Jia?" 

 

Come back to God, ye Chen inquired. 

 

"Hee hee What do you say? " 

 

The girl asked with a playful wink. 

 

In every move, you can see the splendor. Vaguely, even a trace of her age does not match the 

enchanting posture. 

 

"I don't know if you're looking for me. What can I do for you?" 

 

Ye Chen frowned and asked. 

 

"You are really Can't I come to you if I'm ok? " 

 

The girl said with a smile. 

 

"If it's OK, I'll go first!" 

 

Ye Chen said coldly. 



 

This woman must have a plot to stay here. I'm afraid it's not a good thing! 

 

I don't know why, the girl clearly seems harmless, but ye Chen feels uneasy. This girl, it's not easy to 

think of it! 

 

Ji family relationship is complex, he will not take care of each other's feelings because he has a good 

impression on Ji Siqing and Ji Lin. 

 

Ye Chen plans to leave here as soon as possible. 

 

"You are so boring! Well, I'm not going around the bush. Is that black boar's fur armor yours? I don't 

know if you still have the muscles and veins of black explosive Python? I know that the Dragon Spirit 

snake, which is about to turn into a dragon, has a more precious muscle besides its leather armor. If you 

have, I am willing to pay a high price for it! You can open the price as you like! " 

 

Seeing that ye Chen did not have a big plan to talk to himself, the girl curled her mouth and revealed a 

lazy breath. She turned to one side of the chair and sat down. Looking at Ye Chen, she asked directly. 
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"Black explosive Python muscles and veins?" 

 

Ye Chen jumped in his heart. 

 

As expected, as he guessed, it was because of the black explosion that the girl would find herself. 

 

"No! The leather armor I got by accident, but nothing else 

 

Ye Chen said directly. 



 

If you are innocent, you are guilty! 

 

Black explosion crazy Python skin armor out, is Ye Chen has no other way. 

 

Now black explosion crazy Python's veins, ye Chen is not easy to take out. 

 

The value of this thing is second only to snake gall. 

 

"Let you down!" 

 

Thinking of this, ye Chen sighed. 

 

Later, he did not hesitate any more, nor did he give the young girl and the old man a chance. He took 

Shen Shixi and walked quickly outside the treasure room! 

 

"You are..." 

 

Until ye Chen came out of the treasure room, the girl's small mouth pouted and snorted discontentedly. 

 

"Hum! Two interesting guys. The level of Transfiguration is good! Fuber, help me find out his identity! 

He must have a snake in his body 

 

Until ye Chen's figure disappeared in the girl's sight, her mouth showed a trace of interesting smile, 

looking at the side of the old man with the tone of command command! 

 

She would like to see, who is the first to ignore himself? 

 

"Miss, it's out of order." 

 



"Do as I say." 

 

Although the old man is from Yibao Pavilion, he is from the Ji family! 

 

She can command! 

 

"Yes, I'll try. If the people on the Yibao Pavilion find out, it will be troublesome." 

 

First floor of Yibao Pavilion. 

 

"Mr. Ye, do you think that woman is really miss Ji? You really don't have the muscles and veins of the 

black explosive Python she said 

 

Looking at Ye Chen, Shen Shixi inquires curiously. 

 

"I don't care if she is Miss Ji Jia! This Yi Bao Pavilion is extremely mysterious. Who knows what strong 

man is standing behind her? " 

 

Ye Chen looks dignified. 

 

Just now, facing the seemingly harmless girl, ye Chen felt the crisis very real. This is what ye Chen has 

never felt before. 

 

Facing such a woman, how dare Ye Chen be careless? 

 

"As for the black explosive Python? It's really a good thing. It's on me now, but I won't give it to her! Half 

a piece of snake skin armor is worth 3500 spirit stone. What is the value of this muscle? Hum! It's hard 

to say what will happen then! " 

 

Ye Chen sneered. 



 

"Yes! Better be careful! " 

 

Shen Shixi nodded. 

 

He even looked up at Ye Chen. 

 

Most people think that Ji Jia wants to flatter him a little bit, but Mr. Ye has no intention of bribing, and 

he refuses directly. 

 

If the outsider knows, he will be shocked. 

 

However, ye Chen's status is incomparably noble, and he is also the master of wanjianzong! What is the 

Ji family's role? 

 

As long as you give him time, maybe Kunlun Xu will become a Ye family just like China. 

 

"By the way, Mr. Ye, you just bought the medicine tripod and took the pills. You don't want to refine 

pills, do you? Kunlun Xu, although the status of Alchemist is high. However, every Alchemist is the core 

figure of various forces. They are all supported by various forces! No one has ever been able to become 

an alchemist on his own. You Do you want to... " 

 

Suddenly thought of what, Shen Shixi looked at Ye Chen and asked. 

 

Thousands of worlds, 3000 roads, countless paths! 

 

The road of martial arts has been a long way. After thousands of years, several special groups have 

gradually emerged. 

 

Alchemists who refine pills, spirit runes who draw runes, and array mages who refine arrays! This is 

undoubtedly the most representative and the largest three groups of people. 



 

These people, the strength is superior, the status of these people is aloof, these people are respected! 

It's the kind of crowd that countless people want to be. 

 

Unfortunately, what is the cost of becoming such a group? By no means can ordinary people do it! They 

need a huge force behind them. 

 

Now ye Chen 

 

It's true that he has ten thousand swords behind him. 

 

But Wan Dao Jian Zun has strong sword skills and fighting strength. Those big men usually only do one 

thing seriously. 

 

There is no omnipotent character in Kunlun Xu. If you don't concentrate on cultivating one, you'll only 

be incompetent. 

 

In the end, it also has a great influence on cultivation. 

 

He didn't want Ye Chen to go this way. 

 

It's enough to benefit Ye Chen for life. 

 

If you refine alchemy again, you will only be distracted and waste your talent and talent. 

 

"I'm just interested in alchemy!" 

 

Ye Chen had a flash of essence in his eyes, and then he went on to say, "that medicine tripod, though 

simple and shabby, is very suitable for me. And ordinary things don't show up at Yibao.The spirit sword, 

however, was prepared for my mother! 

 



No matter how high the price is, I will take it. " 

 

Speaking of this, ye Chen is quite moved! In this world, the strong are respected, and a large number of 

resources are concentrated in the hands of a very few people. 

 

Ordinary people want resources? How difficult! 

 

"As for the fact that no one has ever been able to become an alchemist on his own? I really want to 

break the shackles. " 

 

Speaking of alchemy, ye Chen's eyes are burning with exuberant fighting spirit. 

 

He's ready to open another tombstone. 

 

On the one hand, for Duan leiren, on the other hand, it is for his own alchemy. 

 

His alchemy and the medical skills of the living dead are top in China, but if you look at the Kunlun void, 

it will be a little bit small. 

 

Even now his own refined pills can hardly keep up with his breakthrough. 

 

The more experience ye Chenyue can feel the importance of pills! 

 

Now there is an opportunity, and ye Chen hopes to seize it. 

 

"Mr. Ye This... " 

 

Hearing Ye Chen's words, I didn't expect that he really wanted to become an alchemist. Shen Shixi didn't 

know what to say. 

 



Especially feeling Ye Chen's firm determination, Shen Shixi can only sigh at last. 

 

The identity of the other party is his master. Naturally, he can't refute his decision. 

 

Otherwise, if the master was angry, he would not be able to secure his position as the elder of 

wanjianzong. 

 

At the end of their chatting, several figures appeared in their sight again. 

 

It's the blood alliance! 

 

The first is blood style! 

 

It's just that Xue Fenghua didn't leave at the first time after she got the auction. Instead, she came to Ye 

Chen and Shen Haihua, who are easy to face. 

 

There is something wrong between the eyebrows. 

 

Shen Shixi felt something was wrong and said in a low voice: "Mr. Ye, it seems that these blood alliance 

people should know that we took Taigu Xushi pills. After all, we just came out from there. If you think 

about it carefully, you can still guess it." 

 

"But Mr. Ye, don't worry, it's impossible for these people to realize your identity." 

 

Ye Chen does not have the slightest fluster, the light looks at the person of the blood alliance that comes 

face to face. 

 

Even with a trace of killing in his eyes. 

 

He and the blood League have long been immortal. No matter whether there is any contradiction 

between the blood alliance people and him, he will certainly kill them when they get out of here. 
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With Shen Shixi at my side and Duan leiren's help, it won't be too difficult. 

 

Blood Fenghua stopped, cold eyes staring at Ye Chen, opened his mouth: "but you shot Taigu Xushi 

Dan?" 

 

Xue Fenghua's words have an unquestionable tone. 

 

Although I don't know the origin of Ye Chen, there is only one old man beside Ye Chen, and the box 

position is also general. 

 

This kind of person has no big background in Kunlun. 

 

Here, of course, he would not take ye Chen's Taigu Xushi pill. 

 

He asked Ye Chen to offer Taigu Xushi pills! 

 

This is the power of blood alliance! 

 

If not, don't step out of here! 

 

Or life or death! 

 

When ye Chen would offer Taigu Xushi Dan, a cool voice suddenly fell down: "what's the matter with 

you? Get out of the way. " 

 

As soon as this word comes out, blood Fenghua's face changes greatly! 



 

Those blood alliance strong men behind him one by one show the opportunity to kill! 

 

I'm looking for death! 

 

Xue Fenghua smiles, and the smile is rather ferocious: "little brother, I don't know what to call. You are 

the first one who can treat me with this attitude. Maybe you will be the last one to leave Yibao Pavilion. 

" 

 

Threats. 

 

The naked threat. 

 

The strong blood alliance behind him is surrounded. 

 

At the moment, Shen Shixi gave a cold hum and stepped out. The breath was released, and the cold 

voice resounded: "Mr. Ye, can you know your name at will? If you want to do it, it depends on my 

answer or not! " 

 

Shen Shixi's realm is not weak. In an instant, those blood alliance people changed their faces. 

 

Even if the blood Fenghua is also slightly meaningful to see ye Chen. 

 

Mr. Ye? 

 

There are super strong guard around, can't you look away? 

 

Of course, he still stretched out his hand and said faintly: "what is so nervous about? My blood Fenghua 

likes to make friends. You should know the status of blood League in Kunlun Xu." 

 



Who expected, ye Chen directly patted the blood Fenghua's hand: "handshake is unnecessary, I'm afraid 

to dirty my hand!" 

 

Shake hands with the blood League? 

 

For ye Chen, it's impossible all his life! 

 

"Looking for death!" 

 

Xuefenghua was completely infuriated! 

 

He has a high position in the blood League. Kunlun Mountain in China or the strong man in Kunlun 

Mountain, not to mention 100%, at least 70% of the people should carefully serve him! 

 

But what the hell is a suckling kid right now! 

 

Dare to refuse him! 

 

Mr. Ye? 

 

Ye this surname besides that family member, he has nothing to fear! 

 

This boy appears again in Kunlun Mountain of Huaxia. Surely he can't be a member of that family! 

 

What qualifications do you have for this attitude? 

 

Proud? 

 

Do you really think you're a character? 



 

If it wasn't for the strong guard here, he would have taken off the head of the boy! 

 

Just as the sword was drawing, a golden light lit up the hall! 

 

Everyone in the hall changed their faces! 

 

Even if it's blood, it's the same! He did not care to deal with Ye Chen and snorted: "boy, I remember you! 

Give you a few more hours to live! " 

 

"I hope you can get out of here alive!" 

 

Language down, he and blood alliance strong together toward the source of light! 

 

Not only blood, but all the people present were plundering in that direction. 

 

Only Ye Chen and Shen Shixi are left in the hall! 

 

Ye Chen glanced at that direction and said curiously, "what are these people going to do?" 

 

Shen Shixi's face was a little excited, with a little hasty words: "Mr. Ye, I mentioned it to you when I was 

at Ye's house in the capital city. With this auction, there is also a mysterious training room!" 

 

"This light is the opening of Yibao pavilion's training room, which is also the gift of Yibao pavilion to all 

participants, but this training room is not accessible to ordinary people! Only those who have a good 

chance have a chance! " 

 

"This training room is also called Ning Hun Tai. In fact, the master of Yibao Pavilion got a treasure. 

Although there is a big gap between Kunlun Mountain and the main Ning soul platform, it is a great 

opportunity for any cultivator!" 

 



"That's why they run so fast." 

 

Ye Chen suddenly took a look at the direction of blood Fenghua, and Shen Shixi followed him. 

 

They walked through the hall and the long corridor and came to the soul setting platform. 

 

Shock! 

 

This is Ye Chen standing in front of the soul platform, the biggest feeling. 

 

This soul setting platform is ten Zhang high. It stands like a mountain! Standing in front of it, ye Chen 

and others only feel a magnificent atmosphere, paving the way. Any cultivator, in front of this 

momentum, looks like a mole ant, tiny and unbearable!Rao is Ye Chen, this moment also can't help but 

lose consciousness. 

 

As if, at this moment, what stands in front of Ye Chen is not a soul setting platform, but a majestic giant 

and a powerful God! For a moment, ye Chen's deepest body seemed to have a breath to break out of his 

body. 

 

"Is this the movement of the samsara cemetery?" 

 

He never thought that the samsara cemetery would shake at this moment. 

 

This kind of feeling is very familiar, just like at the beginning of jiangdaoshan, the reincarnation 

graveyard was aware of the town soul broken Yang stone! 

 

Want to own it! 

 

Aware of the sudden emergence of the body that a sense of uneasiness, ye Chen can not help but 

change the look. 

 



His elixir field, at this moment, began to run independently, his whole body was full of genuine Qi and 

roared, and he was out of control. 

 

Feel this, where does Ye Chen dare to be careless? 

 

Hastily forced the operation of nine days xuanyang Jue to suppress those violent Qi in the body. 

 

After a long time, the bad situation gradually came under control. 

 

Whoa! 

 

Gently exhale a breath, palpitating Ye Chen, looking around. 

 

In front of them, many people have stepped into the soul setting platform, sitting cross legged and 

entering the state of cultivation. 

 

The breath is constantly emitting! 

 

There was even a breakthrough on the spot! 

 

The crowd was immediately envious. 

 

"This place is so powerful?" 

 

This allows the continuous operation of nine days xuanyang Jue, to let himself restore calm Ye Chen, 

frowned. 

 

And what about the samsara cemetery? 

 

Is there any connection between the reincarnation cemetery and the soul setting platform? 



 

Ye Chen is more and more puzzled. 

 

"Now, the soul setting platform is on. Everyone should know the rules. I won't talk nonsense. But I want 

to emphasize one thing. After three days, the soul setting platform will be closed. If you do not come out 

ahead of time, you will only be trapped in it and die. " 

 

When ye Chen is confused, an old man's warning voice comes from his ear. 

 

This voice let Ye Chen face color can't help but coagulate, hastily recollect the thought, also dare not 

think of more things. 

 

He and Shen Shixi no longer hesitated, and walked along the winding steps toward the soul setting 

platform. 

 

Deep into the soul platform, ye Chen is able to feel the vast breath. 

 

This breath, and ye Chen samsara cemetery inside the breath, seems to be quite similar. 

 

It gives Ye Chen a kind and familiar feeling. 
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And in which, Rao is Ye Chen's constant suppression, the samsara cemetery, it seems that no matter 

how calm. 

 

Boom! 

 

In the deepest part of the body, it seems that there is a giant beast trying to break out of the cage. 



 

In all directions, a strong energy breath has already converged towards Ye Chen. 

 

Such a change, in an instant, attracted the attention of all present. 

 

"Why did the spirit of the soul platform run there?" 

 

"I know this guy. It seems that he was arguing with Xue Fenghua in the hall just now. The person next to 

him called him Mr. Ye." 

 

"Mr. Ye? Is it the Chinese family? " 

 

"I heard that a genius named Ye Chen was born in Huaxia. I don't know what the relationship between 

this boy and ye Chen is." 

 

Some people know ye Chen, but ye Chen has changed her face at the moment, so they can't find it. 

 

"Look, he has begun to absorb the energy from the soul setting stage. How can he be so fast?" 

 

"Hum! The ignorant. On the soul platform, the energy is extremely rich! However, just rely on the 

absorption of energy, want to break through the realm, it is ridiculous! This Ning soul platform, a greater 

role is to understand the Tao! Understand the way of heaven 

 

"Yes! The soul setting platform conforms to heaven and earth, and contains the profound meaning of 

heaven and earth. Just absorb energy? It's too wasteful to go to the soul setting stage! " 

 

"Only those who have never entered the realm of ecstasy can be so stupid and ignorant? That boy's 

cultivation is only the third level of Zhenyuan realm. No wonder he looks like a fool 

 

Seeing ye Chen start to absorb energy, he can't wait to sit on the soul setting table. The practitioners 

around him look at each other! 



 

Some people satirize, some disdain, some secretly laugh, some gloat! 

 

Ye Chen, seems to have become the focus of attention again! 

 

Xue Fenghua and those blood allies naturally noticed Ye Chen. 

 

Several people sneered. 

 

"I thought it was a big guy. It turned out that he was just a trash who didn't know anything. I don't think 

there is any force behind it. In this case, I will make this boy after the end of soul setting stage. Taigu 

Xushi Dan is just for our blood League! Ha ha 

 

"You are wise! When the time comes, Mr. Zheng will be happy. Maybe the adult's status will rise again. 

Don't forget us. " 

 

The other strong members of the blood League began to boast. 

 

When Xue Fenghua heard these words, he was in a good mood. He nodded and said, "that's natural. 

Now we don't care about that boy. We can understand it at ease." 

 

"Yes, my Lord!" 

 

At the moment, Shen Chen wants to sit down in the corner, but what he wants to do is to persuade him. 

 

He shook his head helplessly, and found that he still looked high at Ye Chen. 

 

However, the other party has been living and practicing in China, and some of the rules of Kunlun are 

naturally unknown. 

 



"Well, I'll protect the Dharma for Mr. Ye." 

 

Shen Shixi light road. 

 

After all, the soul setting platform is different. Under special circumstances, you can do it! 

 

Ye Chen naturally doesn't care what outsiders think. He feels that reincarnation cemetery is crazy in 

absorbing the ability of this place! 

 

If it is not guided and controlled, he is afraid that the energy in his body will burst out of control! 

 

And for what ye Chen did, all the people present looked at each other and felt incredible! 

 

Ask, who comes to the soul setting platform, can't wait to sink into practice? What's more, it just 

absorbs the spirit of heaven and earth on the soul setting stage! 

 

Ye Chen's practice is obviously unimaginable! 

 

In the face of the surrounding voices, the woman of Ji family and the Fubo of Yibao Pavilion can't help 

but look at each other. 

 

Then, without any hesitation, the woman went directly to Ye Chen, looking cold and looking around. 

 

Now ye Chen, very dangerous! 

 

Many people already know that ye Chen is the one who made the Taigu Xushi Dan, and even some 

people have guessed that ye Chen is the provider of black explosive Python! 

 

Not only that, she also noticed the conflict between Ye Chen and Xuemeng! 

 



In this way, about half of the people here have reason to deal with Ye Chen? 

 

How can this reassure her? 

 

She is not to protect Ye Chen, but to black explosion crazy Python's muscles and veins! 

 

She needs it so much! 

 

If this thing is taken by others, her hope will be high! 

 

So no matter what, ye Chen she must guard! 

 

Seeing Miss Ji's eyes full of warning, everyone came to their senses. 

 

Shen Shixi and miss Ji are guarding Ye Chen from left to right. Ordinary people can't do it here. 

 

The situation is changing rapidly, looking at what happened in front of you, many people look at each 

other! 

 

Who can't feel the smell of gunpowder in the air? 

 

Think of here, some people subconsciously toward blood Fenghua and others to see. 

 

"Hum!"Aware of the eyes from around, blood Fenghua snorted coldly. 

 

As expected, Xue Fenghua did not suppress Ye Chen, but closed his eyes and meditated. 

 

For blood Fenghua and others gave up the great opportunity, many people showed a look of doubt. 

 



You know, if you do it now, it is undoubtedly the best chance to deal with that boy. 

 

But these people actually gave up the opportunity? 

 

Is Ye Chen the protagonist? The silence is terrible at this time! 

 

Hua Hua Hua! 

 

in the elixir field, the true Qi is rolling. Nine days xuanyang is definitely in operation. Ye Chen's 

consciousness has already sunk into the samsara cemetery. 

 

At the first time when he stepped on the soul setting platform, the nine day xuanyang Jue and the 

reincarnation graveyard in Ye Chen's body showed signs of losing control! 

 

This makes Ye Chen have to risk sinking into practice. 

 

At this moment, within the samsara cemetery, the storm surged. 

 

Ye Chen's consciousness is silent among them, like a drop in the ocean, drifting with the wind! 

 

Qi around, seems to feel the call, crazy rush into the reincarnation cemetery. On the tombstone, all the 

original simplicity, at this moment, faintly twinkled with blue light. 

 

The lines of primitive simplicity seem to bloom with strange brilliance. 

 

Originally, the world of samsara cemeteries, which was full of silence, seemed to be vivid at this 

moment. 

 

"What kind of treasure is this soul setting platform?" 

 



With the energy injection, aware of the change of the samsara cemetery, Rao is Ye Chen can't help but 

be a little stunned. 

 

It's been a long time since we got the samsara cemetery. However, for this reincarnation cemetery, ye 

Chen's understanding has never been profound. 

 

As if, what he touched was just the outer surface of the samsara cemetery. 

 

What is hidden in the depth of samsara cemetery? Ye Chen is not sure. 

 

Now, the reincarnation cemetery seems to be on the platform of soul setting, feeling the call, and want 

to present another side of it to Ye Chen! 

 

"In that case, come on!" 

 

Finally, when he realized that the change of the reincarnation graveyard was beyond his control, ye 

Chen was cruel in his heart! 

 

Reincarnation graveyard wants energy? 

 

Ye Chen, give it! 

 

Does reincarnation want to change? 

 

Ye Chen makes it change. 

 

Ye Chen wants to see what the samsara cemetery wants to tell himself. 
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After reading this, ye Chen gave up the suppression of the nine day xuanyang decision and the 

reincarnation cemetery decisively. He even began to absorb the external energy crazily. 

 

At this moment, ye Chen seems crazy! 

 

It has to be said that ye Chen's action is undoubtedly crazy. 

 

To be a practitioner, I'm afraid that in such an uncontrollable situation, I dare not do anything crazy! 

 

But ye Chen did. 

 

Hoo Hoo Hoo Hoo! 

 

With Ye Chen letting go of his body and mind, he began to help the nine day xuanyang Jue to speed up 

its operation. Taking Ye Chen as the center, the whole Ning soul platform set off a huge wave. 

 

Whoa, whoa, whoa! 

 

The air waves are rolling and the energy is overflowing! 

 

See ye Chen at the moment, mouth and nose slightly open, all pores open. 

 

He tried his best to absorb energy. Even regardless of their own muscles will be burst! 

 

Because just now, ye Chen has been keenly aware that if he reaches the limit, the absorptive power 

emanating from the samsara cemetery will soon absorb all the energy flowing into his body. This let Ye 

Chen also lost the worries behind! 

 

For a moment, the whole Ning soul platform, with Ye Chen as the center, rolled up a whirlwind of terror. 



 

Ye Chen's side, heaven and earth energy, is rich to an abominable point. 

 

The inspiration of the breath even shocked all the practitioners on the soul setting platform. 

 

Ye Chen is such a troublemaker. How can they practice! 

 

"Damn it, is this boy crazy?" 

 

"So absorb energy? Is he not afraid to be carried to death? " 

 

"What does he want to do?" 

 

"Asshole! Our students are interrupted! It is impossible for us to understand the meaning of heaven and 

earth in such a chaotic atmosphere! " 

 

Awakened from the practice, everyone looked at Ye Chen in the center of the storm and looked 

shocked. 

 

See crazy people! However, I have never seen such a crazy person as ye Chen. 

 

I've never seen anything so deadly! 

 

Ye Chen, this is killing! 

 

"Asshole! This kid's going to make a mess of it 

 

Among them, especially the blood alliance people, look even more ugly at the moment! 

 



These people didn't make the first move because they were ready to understand things and practice 

first. 

 

This is a chance in 20 years! 

 

But the plan can't keep up with the change! 

 

At present, ye Chen, with the help of Qi, clearly wants to cut off the chance for xuefenghua and others 

to impact on Cultivation and understand the way of heaven. 

 

Is Ye Chen already expected such a thing, this just strange trouble? 

 

Think of this, blood alliance several people look at each other. 

 

Blood Fenghua is even more murderous! 

 

Originally, I wanted to give this boy more time to live. Now it seems that this boy is determined to die! 

 

"Mr. Ye..." 

 

At Ye Chen's side, Shen Shixi and Ji Jia miss are also strange at the moment. 

 

Shen Shixi, in particular, has a complex complexion. Looking at Ye Chen, he couldn't laugh or cry. 

 

Mr. Ye was worried a little while ago. Who would have thought that he would destroy others' cultivation 

by such means? 

 

This time, you don't have to worry about blood alliance secretly. 

 

Because the breath of ninghuntai is completely confused. 



 

Under such breath, it is almost impossible for others to practice except ye Chen. How to talk about 

impact realm? 

 

Just, how did ye Chen do so crazy? 

 

Judging from the aura he has absorbed now, it is enough to support a cultivator. But ye Chen didn't stop 

at all! 

 

He was forced back several steps by this wave, and Shen Shixi frowned. 

 

The whole soul setting platform, for a time, fell into a strange silence. 

 

All the people are staring at Ye Chen. They want to see when ye Chen can stop such crazy actions. 

 

One minute passed, five minutes passed, ten minutes passed, and a quarter of an hour passed! 

 

In a flash, an hour has passed! 

 

Then half a day passed! 

 

"He's still absorbing it?" 

 

"Crouch, what kind of monster is that boy? Hasn't he been held up to death?" 

 

"My God! How did ye do it? " 

 

"The key, I clearly feel that the breath of soul setting platform is getting weaker and weaker, and has 

been deprived by this boy! Lying trough 

 



"Not even a mouthful of soup for us?" 

 

People are finally beginning to get restless. 

 

Originally still waiting for ye Chen to find his way to death, Xue Fenghua and others are also increasingly 

ugly. 

 

"Half a day has passed. The boy didn't budge under the raging energy. Is his Dantian a bottomless pit? 

 

It can't go on like this! If it goes on like this, how can we practice and understand it? " 

 

"My Lord, you must stop this boy!"However, it's only three days to get on the stage. 

 

It can be said that for every practitioner, every minute and second is extremely precious. 

 

This is a waste of half a day for no reason, and it seems to continue to waste, where can people calm 

down? 

 

What's more, on the soul platform, if you fight, Yibao Pavilion won't fight! 

 

"Damn it, son of a bitch, you're going to die!" 

 

Finally, a man in the blood League couldn't help but scream, and his body suddenly swept out like an 

eagle and killed in the storm. 

 

We can't wait any longer. 

 

Ye Chen's situation is very unusual. 

 

Don't kill Ye Chen at the moment, when do you have to wait? 



 

This blood League disciple is full of murders. 

 

"Hum! Dare to move Mr. Ye, and seek death 

 

At the same time, Miss Shen and his disciples made a solemn alliance. 

 

Just listen to miss Ji's cold hum, and even wait for Shen Shixi's hand, a long bow appears in her hand. 

 

From the beginning to the present, Miss Ji has always maintained a high degree of vigilance, never a bit 

relaxed! 

 

Where can she give people a chance to get close to Ye Chen? 

 

This blood alliance disciple is too anxious. 

 

At this moment, the bow in Miss Ji's hand is purple, carved with simple patterns, and the arrow is 

gorgeous like a feather. 

 

Bow and arrow! 

 

Bang! 

 

In many people's surprised eyes, a sharp sound came. 

 

Whew! 

 

The piercing sound of breaking through the sky is deafening! 

 



唳唳唳唳唳唳唳唳唳唳唳唳唳唳唳唳唳唳唳唳. 

 

The fire bird is born, the fire burns the sky! 

 

"Not good!" 

 

"Younger martial brother, back off!" 

 

"Be careful!" 

 

Fire bird virtual shadow, heaven and earth change! That a red sky of flame, people shudder. The people 

of xuefenghua and Xuemeng changed their looks and exclaimed. 

 

Because, everybody feels, a tremendous crisis, already spread out. 

 

Bang! 

 

However, just before the voice of Xue Fenghua and others had fallen, a dull burst of sound had already 

come. 

 

The blood alliance disciple who killed him had a fixed figure. His expression was frozen, and his eyes 

showed an endless sense of horror. 

 

Whoa! 

 

The blood mist was all over the sky, and the flesh and blood were flying. 
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The shadow of the Firebird disappears and the fire spreads. 

 

Hoo Hoo Hoo Hoo! 

 

The cold wind howls, the whole soul platform suddenly fell into the dead. 

 

Looking at Miss Ji Jia, everyone subconsciously stepped back two or three steps! 

 

What do they see? 

 

Dead! 

 

The disciple of the blood League was killed by seconds without any resistance? 

 

Miss Ji's arrow shot out and flashed a brilliant light, like a flaming bird in the sky. It fell into the blood 

League disciple's body with lightning speed, and then exploded. 

 

Even the cry did not even send out, that eye looked at the blood alliance disciple who killed Ye Chen in 

front of him, turned into ashes! He couldn't have died completely. 

 

Good fast speed, good domineering momentum, good terror means! 

 

Miss Ji Jia's arrow is shocking to the world! 

 

The whole soul platform is silent! 

 

Only the sound of the cold wind can be heard! All that can be seen is the wind sweeping, the flame 

burning. 

 

All eyes were fixed on Miss Ji, who was holding a bow and looking cold. 



 

As if just that moment, the deafening sound of breaking the sky is endless. 

 

A blood alliance disciple on the fourth floor of Shenyou state was killed like this? 

 

What means is this? What magic weapon is this? That's horrible! 

 

"Younger martial brother!" 

 

Until the God came back, the blood alliance of the remaining few people, this just sad cry out. 

 

Looking at the fire, their canthus were about to crack. 

 

My younger martial brother died like this? 

 

No counterattack? 

 

Looking at her expressionless face and walking into the fire, Miss Ji, who takes back the sharp arrow that 

she shot out, has a fierce hatred in their eyes. 

 

"This guy has what my Ji family wants. If you get closer, you'll die!" 

 

But what about Miss Ji? Where would she care about the cannibal eyes of the blood League disciples? 

How could she care about other people's opinions. 

 

She snorted coldly as she stood with the bow. 

 

Words, such as thunder, are shocking. 

 



Who dares to approach this boy, who dies! 

 

This is the voice of Miss Ji Jia, and this is her warning to everyone. 

 

Miss Ji obviously wants to protect the boy! 

 

At this moment, the strong feather bow and long bow in Miss Ji's hands were particularly dazzling. 

 

"Mr. Ye is really lucky, but judging from the other side's hand, he is really a member of the Ji family." 

 

Feeling the breath that almost suffocates people in the field, looking at the indifferent Miss Ji Jia, Rao is 

Shen Shixi can't help but draw from the corner of his mouth. 

 

Just now miss Ji's hand between the electric light and flint was really shocking. 

 

Shen Shixi has deep experience. 

 

That long bow is extraordinary. 

 

It should be made by Ji Jia. 

 

There was a master of weapon refining in the Xuji family of Kunlun. Countless families and clans 

competed for the weapons. 

 

Suddenly, it seems to think of something, Shen Shixi's look suddenly changed. 

 

Shen Shixi's status is extraordinary, and he knows a lot of things. 

 

Until now, he remembered the origin of the long bow in Miss Ji's hand! 



 

Strong feather bow! 

 

It is said that thousands of years ago, a Ji family woman with a strong feather bow swept a hundred 

thousand troops and killed countless strong men, making great contributions to the Ji family. 

 

The strong feather bow is also a myth. 

 

After that, the woman disappeared, leaving a strong feather bow, guarding the Ji family. 

 

It's a pity that no one can use the strong feather bow. 

 

Until a thousand years ago, a woman named Ji Furong in the Ji family once again summoned a strong 

feather bow to save the Ji family from being in trouble. With one arrow, the strong man was killed 

thousands of miles away! And that arrow has also consumed all the blood essence of Ji Furong! 

 

The strong feather bow was once again named as "Kunlun Xu". 

 

Since Ji Furong, although lie Yu bow is in, no one can use it. It is said that she has lost her spirituality. 

 

For thousands of years, this magic weapon has been gradually forgotten! 

 

Did not expect, today, strong feather bow reappear? 

 

This made Shen Shixi's face change suddenly. 

 

"Strong feather bow! This is the strong feather bow 

 

"Yes! I remember! This is the strong feather bow of Ji family 

 



"No way! Will the strong feather bow appear in that woman's hand? " 

 

"It's impossible for her to display her strong feather bow 

 

Shen Shixi's gentle voice, which clearly reminded many people. 

 

In an instant, all the people on the stage came back to their senses and exclaimed. 

 

All the people present were members of a large family or clan. 

 

Shen Shixi reminded them of some things. 

 

The more so, the more appalled people looked. 

 

Thinking of the legend of the strong feather bow, they looked at each other in awe! 

 

This fragmentary treasure of the Ji family has appeared in the hands of Miss Ji family. Isn't it enough to 

make people crazy?"Strong feather bow?" 

 

In front of the crowd, the pupil of blood Fenghua could not help but shrink up abruptly. He looked 

changeable and uncertain. 

 

But soon, Xue Fenghua noticed something and snorted coldly: "although it's a strong feather bow, its 

grade is falling badly. Otherwise, the strong feather bow in its heyday may turn everyone into blood 

mist. This thing is just a broken toy for Ji Jia. What a surprise." 

 

Blood Fenghua's words also awakened people. 

 

Indeed. 

 



The strong feather bow in Miss Ji's hand is not as powerful as it is in legend. 

 

They even lost a lot of grades. 

 

It's not too strange to be able to come out. 

 

However, the lean camel is bigger than the horse, and many strong people dare not play Ye Chen's idea 

any more. 

 

Even if it is the blood alliance of people, also can't help but look heavy. 

 

Strong feather bow in the hand, although the grade dropped a few points, but at the moment Miss Ji is 

like a demon, a man in charge, thousands of people can not open. Who can compete with it? 

 

In addition, ye Chen's side of Shen Shixi, Rao is blood Fenghua, also dare not act rashly! 

 

The whole Ning soul platform is as silent as death, only time goes by! 

 

Ye Chen's crazy plunder is extremely merciless! 

 

And the rest of the people can only barely absorb some Aura! Try to understand! 

 

But the result is failure! 

 

This is like Ye Chen eating a bucket of rice, and the rest of the people can only drink rice soup! 

 

This is too overbearing, the key is that they have no way! 

 

Two days! 



 

For two days, ye Chen's practice has made people crazy to almost collapse! 

 

From stepping on the soul platform, ye Chen has never stopped absorbing aura in two days! 

 

Because of Ye Chen's existence, the whole Ning soul platform is in chaos. All people can only watch ye 

Chen, wantonly absorb energy! 

 

The energy he absorbed, I don't know, is hundreds of times and thousands of times of the energy 

needed by ordinary practitioners! However, ye Chen has nothing to do? This is even more frightening. 

 

The time to enter the soul setting platform has passed. Most of them have left. All the remaining 

personnel have no chance to practice. This makes them angry. 

 

However, every time I see Miss Ji Jia standing beside Ye Chen holding a strong feather bow, the 

resentment in everyone's heart can only be suppressed, suppressed, and suppressed again! 

 

Dare to be angry and dare not say, is there anything more tragic than this? 

 


